I58	BEYOND HORIZONS
Amundsen rock the wing up and down as if trying to break the
hull loose from ice—but it did not budge. It still seemed to have its
nose up against that berg of old ice. Amundsen signalled us to make
a new attempt to join him, since there was good hope of extricating
the N 25. Making up heavy packs of eighty pounds per man, we
signalled Amundsen mat we were coming, and started out.
Well aware that the crossing of the new ice on the big lead would
be precarious, we only shoved our feet loosely into our skis so that
we could shake free if we fell into the water. We reached the edge
of the lead and gingerly tested it. It seemed solid enough. Solid or
no, we had to take the chance. If we were ever to get back to
civilisation again, we must unite our entire resources and work as
a six-man team, and that at once.
We started out over the thin ice, separating to spread out our
weight. Omdal went first, carefully shuffling one ski out ahead and
carefully bringing up the other, as he felt his way. I followed, using
the same tactics. Dietrichson came last. At this point we were out
of sight of the N 25, an embankment of snow hummocks separating
the lead from the plane's position.
All at once Dietrichson yelled behind me. Before I could turn my
head, Omdal also cried out and disappeared, as though swallowed
up by the earth. At the same instant I felt the ice sag under my
skis. I slid sideways. The fact that there was a frozen-in block of
thick ice right there enables me to tell this story now. Crawling on
my stomach, partly on this safe raft, partly on the new ice, I reached
my skis out to Dietrichson. He grabbed the ends and I pulled him
in, breaking ice with his chest, until I could get hold of his pack.
Then I managed to drag him partly out upon my cake, where he
lay, panting and exhausted.
Next I turned my attention to Omdal. His head showed above
water and he was calling hoarsely—in English, as it startled me
later to realise—"I'm gone! I'm gone!" Gone he almost was. I
spread out as widely as I could and wriggled toward him, pushing
my skis out ahead. He caught them with the frantic haste of a
drowning man. I pulled him through breaking ice until his pack
was in reach. Then, partly supported by the firm ice, I could do no
more and merely held on. Otndal was nearly unconscious. Blood
trickled from his mouth, for he had broken off five front teeth on

